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Editor’s notes…… 

Hello Naturalists! 
It has been one hot summer so far. I am reminded of an old movie title that 'some like it hot'. I don't! 
But I'll take the heat if the alternative is cool and cloudy. From my perspective I can take the heat as it 
keeps the butterflies and dragonflies in view.
It has been a few years since we had a summer this hot. Perhaps with climate change we should consider 
ourselves fortunate that we have not had the extreme heat as they have had in other parts of the world in 
recent times such as Australia and parts of Europe. I'm sure we will be in for those temperatures soon 
enough in the near future.
The Ontario government seems hell-bent to destroy as much environmental protection legislation as 
they can. They did listen to reason when they wanted to "loosen-up" the Greenbelt but I fear that they 
are beholden to the development juggernaut that is laying waste to much of this province in so many 
areas. One only has to travel to areas such as Stoney Creek, the Hamilton Mountain, Brantford or a 
drive up the 400 to see this in action with all the new 'big houses on little lots' with nary a space to plant 
a tree. Progress it is called. But it is death to the natural world through a thousand cuts. It must stop if 
we are ever going to turn around this environmental calamity we are all in on Planet Earth.
But enough of this negative talk. There must be some good news out there...somewhere? Anywhere?
As mentioned in the last Wood Duck, Andrea MacLeod is taking over as the new lead Editor of the 
Wood Duck. Please give her your support as that is so helpful. New articles to her would be most 
welcomed. I still plan to edit a few issues for the coming volume (#74) and will see where it goes from 
there. But Andrea is in charge now so look so see a fresh look to your Wood Duck.
Get out there and enjoy nature as best you can in these strange times. There is nothing like being 
outdoors!

Central Mudminnow at pond on Westover Rd, N of 8th Concession - 5 July 2020 - photo Paul Smith. "This is the 3rd species that has, somehow, 
arrived on its own. Fathead Minnows and Brook Sticklebacks arrived within a couple of years of having it dug. I can only assume that these 
fish have somehow made their way through the swamp to the pond although there is no obvious channel for any fish to follow.  In two trap 

sets I caught three different mudminnows so there appears to be an established population now".
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Lilies and Time Jumping Along the Dofasco Trail  
by Bruce Mackenzie

You may not know this but Michigan Lilies, Lilium 
michiganense, reach their peak bloom on July 1st, 

Canada Day on the Stoney Creek mountain. 

In September 2014 I wrote a note in the Wood Duck on 
Michigan Lilies on the Dofasco Trail. In that article I 

wrote mostly about a large group, 100s, in the field north of 
the trail on the east side of the woodlot found just west of 
11th Road East. So why am I writing again. Well things have 
changed along the trail and a fresh look is warranted.

Since 2014 cattle were back in the pasture and the plants 
were no longer to be seen. Well, the cattle are gone (for now) 
and this year the lilies are starting to reappear in the field 
and in good numbers. Fantastic! 

Interesting note here. When I ventured into the field for a 
closer look I found that about half of the plants had their 
flowers chewed off by White-tailed Deer. I wonder if deer 
are responsible for finding few to no lilies some years.

When you go into the woodlot from the east you come to a 
metal gate on the left. There used to be a good grouping of 
lilies there as well but that group has been diminishing for 
the last few years and all but a few are gone now.

Turn around and look into the 
woodlot to the north. There 
is a tremendous resurgence of 
understory growth under the 
mature trees. Again cattle are not 
in the forest, for now. It used to 
look like English parkland, large 
trees and just grass below. 

Further along the trail on the east 
side of the woodlot just before you go up a slight grade, 

there is another grouping of lilies on the left. They are 
much taller and one of them had eight blooms on it. Like a 
chandelier in the woods. I believe the height and number of 
blooms indicates the older age of the plants. Other factors 
could be involved of course for the large size.

Bruce Mackenzie at the 
Grimsby Wetlands - photo 

Steve Henschel.

Deer browsing of Michigan Lilies.
Michigan Lily along the Dofasco Trail - photo Bruce Mackenzie.

A section of the rebuilt Dofasco Trail Boardwalk by the Hamilton 
Conservation Authority.
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So this used to be it for the lilies along the whole trail but 
now we have a new patch on the trail but much further 
west. They start at about ½ km along the boardwalk going 
west from 8th Road East. We have been walking this trail 
for over 15 years and have never seen Michigan Lilies along 
the boardwalk before. This is a great find. They are growing 
right beside the boardwalk. Now of course they could have 
been growing further in and out of sight from trail walkers 
in the past or our timing was bad with our walks. But they 
are kind of hard to overlook.

Further along the 
boardwalk getting close 
to where this section of 
boardwalk ends, we came 
across another treasure 
of blooms. They were 
scattered about and if 
one looked closely you 
could indeed see them 
stretching well into the 
swamp forest. They were 
generally tall with plenty 
of blooms on each stem 

indicating long-living plants. Michigan Lilies are 
perennials and overwinter as corms in the soil. 

After the peak bloom period when the blooms are gone, 
finding the plants becomes difficult in the thick green 
foliage. Here today, gone tomorrow they say. 

While we were in the Vinemount Swamp, a swamp forest 
and the largest natural area on the Hamilton Mountain, we 
were taken by the luxuriant growth of all of the plant life 
close to the forest floor. In the past we did not witness such a 
thick cover of herbs and shrubs covering the ground. Today 
it seems to be a carpet a meter deep of ferns, grasses, sedges, 
forbs and with shrubs growing taller.

Why? I think there might be two reasons.

1) We had a long cool and wet spring. I think this 
allowed a lot of plants to have a good start on the 
growing season rather than suffering from the 
normal dry conditions and heat conditions of May 
in this area. The soils although dry on the surface are 
still damp below.

2) The Vinemount Swamp has gone through a 
tremendous change in the last two decades or so. 
Due to a change in the water regime in the swamp 
(so I have been told by ecologists) there has been a 
major die-off of the Swamp White Oak and Silver 

Maples. Now to add insult to injury we have the 
Emerald Ash Borer beetle killing the ash trees in the 
swamp as well. So the three major tree species that 
made up the swamp forest have taken a huge hit. 

When you travel through the swamp today you can see 
the effects of this die-off and it still happening to the those 
individual trees that are still alive. Few show no signs of 
stress. 

So what happens to the swamp forest when all of this 
happens in a short period of time. A decade in a forest is a 
short period of time. I think all hell breaks loose in the soils. 
Sunlight starts reaching the entire forest floor for the first 
time in decades. The microclimates would be totally altered. 
I can only imagine what changes would occur in the biotic 
communities living in the soils when the canopy is removed 
let alone the basic chemistry of the soils. These communities 

would include everything from viruses, bacteria, protozoa, 
fungi, insects, other invertebrates, small plants and more 

The skeletons of maples and oaks framing the new growth.
Fully open bloom of the Michigan Lily 

from behind.

It's a "Vole's World" under the sub-canopy of Sensitive Ferns - photo 
Bruce Mackenzie..
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importantly the intricate relationships between them all. 
Just the decay of the root systems of those old trees is going 
to have an effect. 

When you read books like “The Hidden Life of Trees” by 
Peter Wohlleben, you start to imagine the effects of the die-
off to the ecosystems in the soil.

So today we see very luxuriant growth at ground level in 
this swamp forest. You literally cannot see the ground for 
the plant cover. Young trees are abundant as well and are 
growing in leaps and bounds. They look vibrant. Must be 
Nature’s Miracle Grow in effect.

Why? I am going out on a limb here for I am going to suggest 
that the forest is starting to heal itself after the onslaught.

The luxuriant growth may very well reflect this and the 
variety of species found here complements this as well. Are 
new species showing up as well? 

Here’s hoping that the young trees of today enjoy the 
new water regime and they can grow for as long as their 
ancestors did. Here’s hoping that the new water regime 
remains constant. 

Now this race is not going to be easy for some. The young ash 
trees, trying to regain their rightful place in the canopy, will 

likely be subject to Emerald Ash Borer larvae when they get 
larger. The White Elms will likely contract the fungus that 
causes Dutch Elm disease when they get larger as well. In 
the meantime their growth rates are tremendous. Jumping 
to the sky they are. Will they be with us long enough to 
become sexually mature and produce seeds for the next 
generation? Could we end up having successive generations 
of ash and elm with trees seldom reaching 40 years of age? 

It is just not the trees that are coming back quickly. The 
resurgence of the shrub and forb layer is outstanding. One 
must keep in mind that when you are walking along the 
boardwalk you are up to almost a meter above the ground. 
It is like flying low over this carpet of green. So, when you 
are looking at the Sensitive Fern, the sedges, grasses, forbs 
and shrubs remember your feet are not on the ground. The 
ability to walk through this vegetation and not disturb it or 
be disturbed by it – think ticks and thorns – is wonderful.

-This summer the Swamp White Oaks are also suffering 
from a new plague in the swamp. Gypsy Moth larvae have 

hit many of the oaks very hard, some being totally defoliated 
this year. The caterpillars seemed to have a taste for the older 
and taller trees as some of the young ones are escaping the 
plight for now. Fortunately Gypsy Moth infestations move 
geographically and in intensity from year to year so the 
Swamp White Oaks that are remaining may survive this 
years defoliation but this is being added on to the already 

Sensitive Ferns and forbs form a continuous living mat.

Some of the original trees are trying to hold on in whatever way they can.

A normally healthy Swamp White Oak partially defoliated by 
Gypsy Moth larvae.
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stressed trees. Not a good equation.

It would be a fascinating study for a botanist to study the 
recovery of the swamp forest over time. 

Quite often after a major disturbance invasive species 
move in. Along the boardwalk you will notice European 
Buckthorn but they were starting there before the die-off. 
American Robins spread their seeds wherever they defecate.

And Phragmites grass is only in one section so far. The rest 
of the plants are generally native and taking up the space 
helping to keep invasives out. This is good.

So, if the water regime has changed in the swamp forest 
what caused it? Were changes to the water table caused by 
nearby quarry operations, agricultural drains in the area, 
global climate change or local climate change?

So what did happen to these swamp forests on the Stoney 
Creek mountain? One thing we do know, it looks like they 
are coming back. 

Bald Eagle juvenile and scolding Red-winged Blackbird at Wilkes Dam, Brantford - 14 June 2020 - photo Bill LaSalle.
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Native Tree Seed Collection
by Carolyn Zanchetta and Juby Lee

While we are all practicing physical distancing, we are 
interested in working with you on a  native tree seed 

collection activity. HNC and Environment Hamilton are 
beginning a “Trees from Seed” project and we would love 
to gather a variety of native seeds with the help of HNC 
naturalists.

If you have a native tree on your property or know of an 
ideal tree somewhere (either on public property, like a city 
park, or with permission of the landowner), please collect a 
few seeds throughout the year and make a note of the tree’s 
location. We are interested in a variety of native species 
from our Carolinian Zone, including (but not limited to) 
hickories, oaks, maples, and sycamore.

Our goal: people across the city collect and propagate native 
trees and care for them until they are large enough to plant 
or give away. Please help us increase the supply of native 
trees and grow our urban forest!

In the autumn, we hosted a “Trees from Seed” workshop 
with Stefan Weber of Ontario Plant Restoration Alliance. 
He brought in a variety of seeds he had collected and 
explained the best time to collect each type of seed and 
showed the proper way to propagate them successfully. We 
hope to provide this workshop again in the future, but in the 
meantime, here are some key notes to help us get started:

Limit collection to 10-20% of seeds on the trees, 
especially if you return for collection year after year. 

Seeds can be tested for viability with a cut test. Sacrifice 
one by cutting it open and seeing if the seed inside is 
firm and slightly moist. Another option is a Float Test, 
especially for acorns: good seeds should sink, and the 
old ones will float. Store them in a cool, dry place until 

ready to plant.

Different seeds can be collected 
year-round. Sycamore in 
January, Kentucky Coffee Tree 
pods are ready around March, 
Red Maple in the spring, and 
most oaks and other maples 
are ready in the fall.

Many native species need 
to be stratified in cold to 
mimic winter conditions 
before they will 
germinate. This prevents 
early germination and 
rot. They should be cold 
and moist, and can be 
kept in a Ziploc bag with 
a few drops of water, 
vermiculite or peat moss, 
or sand, or damp paper 
towel. These can go in 
the fridge.

For further resources, 
check out the Forest 
Gene Conservation 
Association at fgca.net. 

Please contact Carolyn at treespleasehamilton@gmail.com 
with any questions and to share your seed collection stories. 
Happy seed collecting!

Did you know: Kentucky 
Coffee Trees coevolved with 
Mammoths. In order to 
germinate, they had to be 
eaten and digested. Nothing 
alive today can digest these 
seeds properly, so growers 
need to mimic this process 
using sulphuric acid or nicking 
the seeds with a knife or using 
sandpaper.

Stefan Weber leading  seed workshop - photo Carolyn Zanchetta.

Carolyn Zanchetta.

A variety of seeds from  the Trees 
From Seed Workshop in November 

2019 - phot Juby Lee.

Tulip Tree seeds from Short 
Hills Sanctuary - photo 

Carolyn Zanchetta.
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Acadian Hairstreak - 2 July 2020 at S. C. Johnson Trail, Brantford - photo Bob Curry.

Delaware Skipper - 2 July 2020  at S. C. Johnson Trail, Brantford - photo Bob Curry.

Eastern Garter Snake - 2 July 2020 at  S. C. Johnson Trail, Brantford - photo Bob Curry.
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Hackberry Emperor - 2 July 2020 at S.C. Johnson Trail, Brantford - photo Bob Curry.

Moth Mullein (Verbascum blattaria) - 2 July 2020 at S. C. Johnson Trail, Brantford - photo Bob Curry.
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Tawny Emperor - 2 July 
2020 at  S.C. Johnson Trail, 
Brantford - photo Bob 
Curry.

Skimming Bluet - 2 July 
2020 at S. C. Johnson Trail, 
Brantford - photo Bob Curry.

Question Mark - 2 July 2020, S. C. 
Johnson Trail, Brantford - photo 
Bob Curry.
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HamiltonBirds - Virginia Rail overhead in Brantford
At around 11:00 p.m. tonight (18 June) a Virginia Rail flew over giving the “ki-dick” call twice. I heard it again about 10 seconds 

later to the north. I won’t say that this bird was migrating. Not sure what it was doing. Possibly looking for suitable habitat?
Bill Lamond

Very interesting Bill. I too heard the “Ki-dick” call of a Virginia Rail over my house in St. George last night. It was also around the 
same time, mad to think but it could have been the same individual!
James Lees
 
Wow. Quite the coincidence. Hard to believe it could be the same bird but then it was such an unusual record and how many 
could there be flying over in June? But the odds of your bird flying over my house (or my bird flying over your house) have to be 
astronomically small. My bird went over at 10:58 as I have a time when I immediately sent a text to my daughter. I am pretty certain 
the bird was flying north. You live 9 km away to the NNE. If you heard yours maybe 10 minutes later (how fast do they fly?), then 
perhaps the assumption could be made it was the same bird.
Bill  Lamond

Hello,
 I have a book that gives flight speeds in meters per second using Doppler radar for selected birds.  For songbirds the distance is 
typically 10 or 12 meters per second.  At 10 meters per second, it would take 15 minutes to cover 9 km.  At 12, it would take 12.5 
minutes.  The figure for a loon is 15 meters per second, so that would take 10 minutes. I have no idea how fast a Virginia Rail flies 
compared to these, but 9 km in 10 minutes seems feasible.
Alexander (Sandy) Darling

Spatterdock Darner at Fould Tract, south of Glen Morris - 14 June 2020 - photo Glenda Slessor.
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HSA Nature Note - Communal Roosting in Carolina Wrens 
by Dave and Carol Moffatt

Our territorial pair of Carolina Wrens disappeared when our very pugnacious House Wrens returned (as did our nesting 
Chickadees). Last weekend, a family group of at least three Carolina Wrens, one being fed, showed up. A couple of nights 

later at sunset we were lucky enough to catch a silent Carolina Wren slipping into a hanging decorative metal candle holder and 
settling in to roost. Two winters ago, we had an unmated but territorial male who used this holder as a winter roosting site, so 
we just assumed he had returned to old habits. The next night we watched as a bird made several trips to the roost with bits of 
plant root and old leaves, then settled to roost. The light was fading, but at the last minute a second Carolina arrived silently and 
joined the first, with much jostling and quiet “churning”. Last night was similar, but the number of material deliveries was much 
greater. Again, at least two birds ended up roosting there. We cannot rule out the possibility that the third bird also joined them, 
but it would be crowded.

Today, I lifted the holder down and noted that, rather than a nest, the birds had built a wall of roots and leaves in the cylinder. The 
metal bottom of the holder is still fully exposed, and so not a hospitable place for eggs! I had entertained the idea that the female 
might be starting a second nest while the male tended the offspring, but that does appear to be the case, at least not here. We did 
note that the Carolina Wren song that wakes us up every morning even before the robins, was about 40 minutes later than usual. 
Are they building blackout curtains?

This candle holder already has a good bird history. In addition to both winter and summer roosting by CAWRs, it has been used 
at least three times by nesting House Finches, once producing two fledgling HOFIs and another time a huge cowbird baby. (It has 
never been used as a candle holder!)

If anyone has any insights into roosting habits of Carolina Wrens, I’d love to know. Do they typically roost in social groups? It 
seems a logical way to conserve energy in winter, but why on 20 degree summer nights?

Chimney Swift nest in a barn in Walsingham Twp - 10 July 2020 - photo Bob Curry.
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Ontario Nature Youth Summit goes Virtual this Year
Attention Teens 13 – 18 Years Old – You could attend Free!

The 2020 Virtual Youth Summit for Mother Earth will be held on Saturday afternoons from 
August 22 to September 19, 2020. The HNC has sponsored youths to attend this summit in the 
past, and will again this year. This is a great event for fun and learning. If you are interested, 
please send your name by e-mail to Jim Stollard (jjstollard@sympatico.ca) for more information.  

Golden-winged Warbler at Bruce Peninsula - photo Phil Waggett.
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HSA Nature Note -  First outing? 
by Sandy Darling
We were outside on the deck 
around 8:00 p.m. (29 June) 
because our daughter was visiting.  
Suddenly she just pointed – 
there was an adult skunk with 
six little ones.  I dashed inside to 
get a camera, and got only three 
shots at distance before they 
disappeared into the bush.  All 
had their tails raised, so you can 
examine the attached to see if you 
can find seven tails!

Ebony Jewelwing, Spencer Creek at Westover Road - 26 June 2020 - photo Don Campbell.
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Big Creek, Brant County
by Bill Lamond

In the late afternoon heat (3 July) I decided to head out 
to the Onondaga area. I drove done Big Creek Road off 

McBay Rd in Brant. I visited Big Creek where a meander 
comes up to the road, west of Pauline Johnson Rd. This Big 
Creek is not to be confused with Big Creek in Norfolk - a lot 
of Big Creeks out there I bet. 
Most of you probably do not know this creek but you have 
likely driven over it on Hwy 403 or Hwy 2 in Alberton. It is 
dammed just north of Hwy 2 to create the big pond along 
the 403 adjacent to the golf course in Alberton. This creek, 
despite its name, is not big and it has a slow flow, especially 
now. There was one spot along the creek today where I 
could more or less measure the flow. I think the current flow 
is about a gallon/second - not much. In other areas of the 
creek you would dispute this as the creek is 10 feet across 
and a couple feet deep, but it is essentially stagnant, fed by 
this slow flow. Perhaps there are other springs here and there 
that feed it. Despite this, the creek has a lot going on. I was 
there looking for dragonflies and damselflies but I didn’t see 
many - seven species, two dragonflies and five damselflies. 
However, I saw one species that I rarely see and this was 
a Rainbow Bluet. I almost “blew it” and thought it was an 

Eastern Forktail at first but then I saw the bright yellow legs 
and took a closer look and then netted it. I think this is only 
my third sighting for the Hamilton area. I noticed what 
seemed to be a swarm of toad tadpoles in the water but in 
watching their co-ordinated movements, I knew they had to 
be a juvenile catfish - bullheads specifically, and likely Brown 
Bullheads. I’ve only seen this schooling behaviour in young 
catfish a few times ever. I got the close-focus binoculars 
on them and they were amusing to watch as the school 
was constantly in motion, never idle in the 15 minutes I 
watched them. I noticed that this school was not from one 
group of eggs as there were three distinct size classes. You 

had to look very carefully at the 
smallest class to convince yourself 
they were not toad tadpoles. But 
with effort you could see the 
protruding barbels on these little 
ones. These little ones were least 
likely to follow the school, possibly 
as they couldn’t keep up. 

While watching the school I began to notice other things that 
were trying to get out of the way of the advancing bullheads, 
such as numerous crayfish. You could see that the crayfish 
definitely felt threatened by the school as they backed up 
and retreated or stood their ground causing the bullheads 
to change direction. Also caught up in the advancing front 
were several darters that eventually retreated to deeper 
waters. I wish I knew my fish better. All I could say about 
these darters is that they were not Rainbow Darters as they 
were a plain brown colour. Perhaps Johnny Darter or Iowa 
Darter. There were a few other fish here including a minnow 
species and a stickleback, and a species of ramshorn snail.

I don’t know what will happen to the pools and backwaters 
of this creek when the flow gets close to zero if the weather 
stays warm and dry. But we’ve had droughts before and the 
wildlife in this creek survived before.

Rainbow Bluet, male, at Big Creek, Big Creek Rd, Brant County - 3 July 
2020 - photo Bill Lamond.

Rainbow Bluet, thorax, at Big Creek, Big Creek Rd, Brant 
County - 3 July 2020 - photo Bill Lamond.

Bill Lamond at Princess 
Pt. 13 Oct 2018 - photo 

Christine Bishop.
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Poem for Barbara
By Ronald Bayne

June 1, 2020

I thought I saw you yesternight sitting in the shade

I wanted to speak to you but still I was afraid

The thought slipped through my mind with pleasure not despair

And crept into my memory like perfume in the air

So slender was the thought it left no lasting trace

And was gone again, it left me no solace.

In the years we’ve been apart these thoughts frequently recur

Always unexpected and leaving my mind astir

Now I live with flowers and birds, alone in light of day

Still to be alive is fortunate they say

Yet the only way to be with you it seems

Is to drift away again into a cloud of dreams.

A note from Ronald: Bill. I am still functioning at 97, and wrote this for 
Barbara who passed in 2017. Perhaps readers would also “remember and dream”.Hope 
things are OK with you in spite of Covid. Best wishes Ronald
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HSA Nature Note – Climbing American Toad
by Sarah Lamond

As I was walking the S.C. Johnson Trail in Brantford this evening (4 July) I noticed what I initially thought was 
a large Gray Treefrog up about six feet on a fallen tree that was leaning on a 45 degree angle. As I got closer I 

realized it was actually an American Toad. I don’t think I have ever seen an American Toad off of the ground before 
and was surprised to see that it was this high up in the tree. What would it be doing up there?

Gypsy Moths at a porch light in Ancaster (over 150) - 10 July 2020 - photo Ian Smith.
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HSA Nature Note - Gray Treefrogs
by Ellen Horak
We feel lucky to have a thriving population of Gray Treefrogs on our 1.5 acres. The 
large seasonal pond probably helps. They seem to have moved from the trees and hang 
out all around the house. We think of them as family. The stucco is a perfect match 
to their “gray” look. They hang out at our 11 rain barrels and use the downspouts to 
amplify their calls in the spring. Since I water everyday I commune with the frogs daily. 
They tolerate our dipping and taking from their pools. We see them at night on the 
windows as bugs are attracted to the inside light. We have learned the hard way to never 
close a window without checking carefully for sheltering frogs.  Our grandchildren love 
searching for the adults and young each year. Enjoy the pics! 

Ellen Horak
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HNC Centennial Pins: A Great Success!!!

I want you to know how successful the sale of the Centennial Pins has been. Many thanks to those of you for your 
help with the sale of these pins that Barry Cherriere designed. Only seven are left! One hundred were produced 
initially. When these quickly sold, we received a donation to make 50 more. The profit from the sale of these 143 
has been donated to the Hamilton Naturalists’ Club.

Many of you have helped in some way to make the sale of these pins such a success!  You may have helped selling 
the pins while I was “out of commission” last fall.  Some of you offered good suggestions to improve the design 
on the front and/or the attachment pin at the back. Others helped with the publicity of the sale of the pins. I want 
you to know how much your interest and support is appreciated.

And thanks to all of you who bought a pin in support of our Club.

Beth Jefferson

Acadian Hairstreaks on Common Milkweed in Wiarton - 23 June 2020 - photo Joanne Redwood.
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HSA Nature Note – The Cicada Okanagana noveboracensis 
in the Dundas Valley 
by Caleb Scholtens
Recently an observation of the cicada Okanagana noveboracensis 
was posted to iNaturalist from the backyard of a residence 
on Jerome Park Drive, which backs onto the Dundas Valley 
Conservation Area. It was identified by a researcher who studies 
that genus (see below).

I am unclear on the history of the species because some statements 
I’ve seen said it hasn’t been observed for 150+ years while there 
was a specimen collected in 1942 in Queenston, and apparently 
it was refound 5-8 years ago (not sure where). Regardless, this 
species has a very small range (formerly just the Niagara region 
on both sides of the border) and was thought by some to be 
extinct since there were no records for decades. This is the first 
record in the Hamilton area as far as I know. 

It looks quite similar to the other two species in the genus in 
the area, Canadian Cicada (O. canadensis) and Say’s Cicada (O. 
rimosa) but can be separated with photos as well as by sound. 
Apparently it sounds similar to Canadian Cicada but with a 
higher pitch. You can listen to both of the other species here: 
http://songsofinsects.com/cicadas

Currently only 3 of the ~7 possible species of cicadas have been 
posted on iNaturalist from the HSA, although they are not too 
hard to identify by song. The Okanagana cicadas can be heard 
singing now in the right habitat whereas I think the more familiar 
Neotibicen cicadas start singing later in the summer.

I’ve also copied a message I received from the researcher Will 
Chatfield-Taylor below. Apparently they are usually singing from 
the canopy so it may be tough to find catchable individuals.

Hi Caleb

We are actually in need of specimens of O. canadensis and O. 
rimosa as well, but O. noveboracensis has one of the smallest 
ranges of any Okanagana and is restricted entirely to the Niagara 
area. It is probably the only thing in that conservation area. It 
is pretty distinctive. Look primarily for the apically constricted 
pronotum, which canadensis doesn’t have; it’s very parallel-
sided in general. The dull aspect eliminated rimosa entirely and 
the thickened veins at the wingtips are also pretty distinctive. It’s 
a dusty species. That photo is probably the best picture you could 
ask for as an example.

It is also something we only needs maybe 2-3 specimens of, 
we absolutely do not want to over-collect it. O. rimosa and 
O. canadensis are different, but this is a species that had not 
been seen for over 150 years since its rediscovery about 5 years 
ago. This is a collect-to-learn only scenario. It is not actually 

endangered but I would prefer it never be collected again after 
we get our samples. We are doing a molecular phylogeny and 
genus revision and we need DNA samples, so we don’t need many 
specimens and a few to study.

Okanagana have a very distinct call: a single buzz that doesn’t 
vary in pitch or frequency unlike other cicadas. I would listen 
and try and track down one you hear calling low to the ground 
and look for them that way. You are much more likely to have 
success. It’s generally what we do. Also, look for trees in the 
understory that are in sunlight; females like them and will often 
be just hanging out. Middle of the day is best...they are more 
active.

I think the best bet is to concentrate on the area where this was 
found since we know they’re there. If you find any, put them in 
95% isopropyl or ethyl alcohol or freeze them (preferably the 
alcohol). If you catch any, I’ll send everything you need to ship 
them to us safely including return postage money (I have to send 
the money by US post).

Thank you very much for your assistance with this, Jeff and I 
can’t tell you how much we appreciate it.

All the best,
Will Chatfield-Taylor

I searched for the cicadas today (27 June) and successfully found 
over five individuals singing along a small section of the Spring 
Creek Trail. They were singing sporadically as a result of cloudy 
periods but the songs were loud and matched the description. All 
of them were about halfway up the trees and well out of reach. I 
was only able to locate one with binoculars.

Okanagana noveboracensis from iNaturalist.
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Meadow Fritillary at Wiarton - 12 July 2020 - photo Joanne Redwood.

Green Heron on Grand River near footbridge, Brantford - 8 June 2020 - photo Stephanie Dearing.
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A Tale of Two Falcons
by Christa Sanders

Falconwatch 2020 has been like no other year. Ontario was 
in lock-down mode during the early part of the watch, 

but as the restrictions gradually lessened there seemed to be 
greater interest within the community in watching the two 
chicks grow. On March 18 we caught a glimpse of the first 
egg from our resident peregrine Falcons, Lily and Ossie. It 
is their sixth nesting season at the Sheraton Hamilton hotel. 
Although there may have been four eggs, only two hatched. 
The first chick hatched on the evening of April 28, followed 
by the second one the next morning. 

On Saturday May 16 we followed government guidelines, 
with a limited number of people on hand to assist in 
banding the chicks. The 19-day old female chick weighed 
720 grams and was named Whitehern. She was banded Z 
over 47 (USFW band 1947-19814) and given red tape for 
easier positive identification. Griffin, the male hatched a 
day later than Whitehern, was tagged with yellow tape. He 
was 517 grams and banded 15 over AW (USFW band 1156-
06847). Male peregrines are always smaller than females.

Each year the chicks are named after different Hamilton 
themes. In 2018 they were all named after parks, including 
Gage and Lawrence. This year they were named after local 
museums. During the banding they had a medical check 
and were declared to be very healthy. Banding must be done 
in a 10-day window when the chicks are 18 to 28 days old, 
when their legs have grown to adult thickness but before 
their feet become so strong and talons so sharp as to be 
dangerous for the bander and helpers.

Whitehern and Griffin kept many people in the community 
entertained and at times on the edge of their seats during 
these trying times. Falconwatch hired three coordinators 
who, in addition to watching the chicks as they learned to 

fly, took note of feedings, wing flapping, 
helicoptering and then flights. Their 
notes were summarized into a daily log 
and posted on our website and Facebook 
page for anyone who wanted a more 
detailed account. 

With all the restrictions the watch began slowly, but we 
were lucky to have three experienced Coordinators. Senior 
Monitors with rescue training provided relief during the 
Coordinators’ breaks. Many Falconwatch members watched 

remotely through the webcam. Not being able to have the 
full volunteer support for the Coordinators that we have 
had in previous years added a new challenge. However, they 
kept positive attitudes, worked hard and did a fantastic job.

When the Covid-19 restrictions were lowered another 
volunteer was able come in to help when necessary as the 
chicks grew and took their first flights. On June 9 Griffin 
was the first to fly the coop, although it appeared more like 
he was flapping his wings building strength when a gust 
of wind gave him a brief lift off. He went down a little but 
recovered nicely and made a shaky but good first flight. 
The next few days were intense as we played hide and seek 
with Griffin while hoping Whitehern would not attempt to 
fly too soon, now that she was all alone in the nest. It was 
reassuring to see Lily commonly perched on the nest ledge 

Whitehern being held during the banding by Mark Nash of the 
Canadian Peregrine Foundation.

Griffin is being placed back in the nest by John Phinney, who has 
rappelled from the mechanical room roof of the Sheraton down to the 

nest ledge each time we have had chicks over the past 26 years.

Christa Sanders.
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or a ledge close by. 

Late on the afternoon of June 12 Griffin got into some trouble 
and was seen falling from the south side of the Standard 
life building. He landed on King Street near the sidewalk 
and quickly moved near the Anchor Bar patio.  Griffin then 
flew off but unfortunately did not get high enough and flew 
into the Thompson building where came to ground. He was 
rescued and taken to the Owl Foundation in Vineland to 
be checked. Other than some bruising he got a clean bill of 
health, but was kept and monitored to ensure there were no 
long-term effects resulting from the collision. On Sunday 
June 21 it was decided that he could be released back into 
the wild. Two senior monitors took him in the rescue box 
back up to the Sheraton roof near the nest and held their 
breath as he was released. After a pause on the roof he 
took off and had a nice strong flight over to the Marquee 
Residence building.

After flying around a lot after his release Griffin took a 
rest before picking up his game of hide and seek with the 
Falconwatchers. On the next morning Griffin was seen 

colliding with another building 
but was then seen flying away in a 
fairly steady flight. This was the last 
positive sighting of Griffin. Although 
we continued to see a lot of activity 
in the Sheraton area, from this point 
we on we were unable to get a look at 
Griffin’s yellow tape or have our eyes 
on all four falcons at the same time. 
As the days passed our concern grew 
and we put out a request for people 
to keep an eye out for Griffin. We 
had tremendous help from various 

officials and security personnel from multiple downtown 
buildings including the Stelco tower, Ellen Fairclough 
building and the Sheraton. Many of our Facebook followers 
kept the search going when in the area. We were also very 
lucky that the Site Supervisor of the new Marquee Residence 
allowed a volunteer who had the necessary safety training to 
access the roof during the workday in an attempt to locate 
Griffin. As this report is being written we are still keeping 
our eyes open for Griffin since we have had no concrete 
information, good or bad, about him. We do follow up leads 
from the public. It is definitely hard to get a solid ID on 
the chicks when they are flying. The coloured tape put over 
their metal band during banding does help, but only if they 
stay still long enough for us to see it as they begin to explore 
the downtown core. The tape will eventually come off and 
the metal ID band will be visible again.

We had incredibly great luck this year as the nest camera 
which takes pictures every ten seconds caught Whitehern 

as she took off for her first flight on the morning of June 
12. The excitement did not stop there as she displayed some 
strong flights visiting different buildings in downtown 
Hamilton, including high up on the new Marquee Residence 
building, but she soon seemed to favor the structures on the 
top of the Stelco building and the BDC building ledges. For 
the first few days she returned to the nest to sleep but then 
stopped, preferring to spend the night on other buildings 
close by. As the days went by, we watched Whitehern fine 
tune her flight skills as she caught food dropped to her by 
Lily before she began to hunt her own prey. There was some 
talon touching with Lily when they were both in flight. Lily 
would fly upside down and under Whitehern to execute the 
talon touching.  Whitehern showed little fear as she chased 
a turkey vulture several times. On the morning of June 25 
Falconwatch members were treated to Whitehern flying 
high in thermals, playing with what looked like two juvenile 
Bald Eagles. As of this writing, Whitehern is still visiting the 
nest and enjoying our city. She has been seen often with a 
meal she has caught herself. She continues to amaze us with 
her strong flights and personality.

It truly is incredible to watch the chicks develop from the 
little balls of white feathers into the amazing predatory birds 
they are. As an adult they will be capable of reaching speeds 
up to 390km/h as they dive-bomb their prey; their eyes 
continually readjust during flight, similar to a heat seeking 
missile. They were identified as an endangered species in 
1978 primarily as a result of the use of the DDT pesticide. 
Thanks to American and Canadian Government efforts to 
assist in restoring them in the wild, and many Falconwatch 
programs including the Canadian Peregrine foundation and 
our own Hamilton Falconwatch. On 30 November 2011 the 
Peregrine Falcon’s status on the Species at Risk in Ontario 
list was changed from “Endangered” to “Special Concern”, 
meaning, they are no longer endangered or threatened, but 
may become endangered or threatened due to a combination 
of biological characteristics and identified threats.

Griffin at the Owl 
Foundation.

Whitehern.
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Sandhill Crane nest at West Dumfries Rd - photo Phil Waggett.

Virginia Bluebells (Mertensia virginica) at Waterworks Park, Brantford - 10 
May 2020 - photo Sarah Lamond.

Showy Lady's Slipper at Fletcher Creek Ecological Preserve - 28 
June 2020 - photo Colleen Reilly.
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Notes from the Field: What is going on in Our Nature 
Sanctuaries Mid-Spring 
by Jen Baker and Carolyn Zanchetta
The Wood Duck box at Amaolo Nature Sanctuary
Our Wood Duck box at Amaolo had slumped askew last year. 
Surprisingly, a female was flushed out of the box when we took a 
school group down to the pond to look for wildlife - a big shock 
and excitement for all of us! This spring, we cleaned it out and 
moved the box to a nearby and secure location. Inside were five 
abandoned and frozen eggs. It’s a mystery that the ducks still 
attempted to nest in the very crooked box. Luckily, a pair of 
Wood Ducks have already been spotted scoping out the ponds, 
and we hope to see some activity this summer.

On the wing
We put up a few new nest boxes at Amaolo, which are being 
scouted by Eastern Bluebirds, Tree Swallows, and of course 
House Wrens. One box had an extremely comfortable-looking 
nest with thick moss and what looks like deer fur and feathers. 
Also at Amaolo, the pair of Red-tailed Hawks have set up their 
nest and are often spotted being chased by crows.

We took a spring visit to Hayesland Swamp with chest waders, 
and it was active with bird-song. Red-bellied Woodpeckers and 
Cardinals seem to be the most commonly heard birds throughout 
the sanctuaries, although perhaps they are simply the loudest. 
A sound recorder is currently active at Short Hills and we look 
forward to hearing what comes out when we are not there.

From the ground up
The forest floor is bursting with spring flowers. Starting with 
Round-lobed Hepatica at Spooky in early April, then Yellow 
Trout Lilies by mid-month, and Trilliums and Jack-in-the-Pulpit 

in early May.  At Dutka-Buchin, one of these small patches of 
Trout Lilies was in full bloom on a warm day in late April and it 
was crowded with bees. Yellow Spicebush flowers are adding pops 
of colour through these beautiful Carolinian forests.

Small American Columbo plants dot a hillside, growing in 
beautiful spirals, and Skunk Cabbage is now in full leaf. There are 
sunny patches of ground at Spooky Hollow covered in a variety of 
lichens we don’t see closer to the city. Many ferns are unravelling: 
red fiddleheads, fuzzy ones, and coarsely hairy ones. Christmas 
ferns have stayed green throughout the winter to take advantage 
of the early spring light.

At Spooky Hollow, we spotted several interesting entwined trees, 
showing how one small vine can do a lot of damage. Meanwhile at 
Short Hills, two trees appeared fused together and still thriving. 

Running and hopping
While removing a Black Locust tree, this 
plump toad flopped out of the ground 
along with the roots. It was barely 
conscious and it took me a moment to 
figure out what I was seeing - was it a 
snake uncoiling? No, just one back foot 
in the air, trying to understand what 
just happened. When I checked on it 
later, it had righted itself and hopefully 
found some shelter from the cold in 

Wood Duck box at Amaolo.

Yellow Trout Lilies at Dutka-Buchin Sanctuary.

Fuzzy ferns at Short Hills.
American Columbo shoots.

Tree strangled by vine at 
Spooky Hollow.
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the loose soil once more. The 
ponds nearby are also noisy 
with Wood Frogs and Spring 
Peepers, all searching for a 
mate.

We have found several deer 
skeletons throughout the 
sanctuaries, including a few 
this spring, so upon sighting a 
skeleton in the restoration field 

at Amaolo from afar, I assumed it was another. Getting closer, it 
looked rather smaller, and then those canines gave it away! Our 
first coyote skeleton here at Amaolo.

Managing invasive species
The earliest leaves in the forest 
are from invasive species, like 
honeysuckles, giving them a 
competitive advantage to begin 
photosynthesizing earlier. For 
us, at least this draws the eye 
and helps us focus our attention. 
In some areas, blackberry 
and raspberry have become 
overgrown, so we are planting 
some trees in a long-term plan to 
shade out these patches and allow for more diversity.

At Short Hills, three hydro towers were removed, leaving open space 
that will soon be planted with native trees. Here, Wild Grape has 
been climbing up the towers and trees, weighing heavily. We have 
been cutting it back to give these trees a chance to grow, especially 
the younger ones that are bent over from the weight. Multiflora 
Rose also covers the ground and will require a more long-term 
effort to control. As many young Tulip Trees have already started 
popping up, we want to give them a fighting chance.

The joys of spring are all around. This year, most of our 
appreciation will be out our windows or in our backyards, but 
there is still so much to see and enjoy.

If you have any questions about these sightings, or any of the 
projects at HNC’s nature sanctuaries, please contact Jen Baker 
at land@hamiltonnature.org or 905-524-3339.

Grumpy American Toad at Amaolo.

Coyote skull at Amaolo.

Fused trees at Short Hills.

Many lichen species at Spooky Hollow (Cladonia sp.).

White Trilliums at Short Hills.
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Bedstraw takes over from Garlic Mustard 
by Bruce Mackenzie

When it comes to plants growing in what I call 
transitional areas or wayside areas I find that every 

year is sometimes like turning the page of a magazine. You 
know you will see colour on the next page but not what 
of. A good editor wants you to flip through every page. 
Advertisers like this.

Nature is doing the same in many areas for new plants and 
their abundance will change every year in these transitional 
areas.

You may notice that on a road side Tall Sweet White Clover 
may be growing everywhere and the next year it is gone. 
This year in Grimsby along the roadsides Red Clover is 
abundant and in one area that I visit a lot along the Grimsby 
Waterfront Trail I do not remember seeing Red Clover there 
before but it is thick this year.

At the west end of the main beach at the Fifty Point 
Conservation Area is a small path leading through a stand 
of young Black Locust up to the top of the landspit and there 
is usually a thick stand of Garlic Mustard growing there and 
it has been for a good number of years. As you can see in 
the photos the mustard has vanished and Cleavers Bedstraw 
(Galium aparine) has taken over.
This plant is growing up to 1.5 m. high and flowers have not 

open yet. Most bedstraws are relatively short ground covers. 
This plant is also showing up quite thick in one area along a 
trail at the Grimsby Wetlands near Watcher’s Pond lookout.

Now if you haven’t experienced bedstraws you really should. 
They have a stiff square stem and thousands of very minute 
tiny spikes on the underside of the leaves. Do not wear 
shorts and travel through them. Just gently try to lift the 
leaves with a finger or two.

So what happened to the Garlic Mustard and how did the 
bedstraw just show up and in such a large area and so thick? 
I don’t know, but I definitely will be keeping an eye out on 
this area next year to see if the next page is different.

 In the pictures there are what looks like small pink flowers. 
They are the petals that have fallen off the blooms of the 
Black Locust.

Awhile back I wrote about how the Garlic Mustard in the 
woodlot behind my house has been replaced with Touch-
Me-Not and Wild Geranium over 14 years. Almost no 
Garlic Mustard left now. Would be interested in knowing 
if others have found some native species taking over from 
Garlic Mustard in other places.

Cleavers Bedstraw in Grimsby - photo Bruce Mackenzie.
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Wild Turkeys in Pleasantview, Dundas - 21 March 2020 - photo Peter Hurrell.

HSA Nature Note – Squirrel Bot Fly.

by Jerry Bloom

I found this Squirrel Bot Fly 
(Cuterebra emasculator) in my 
veggie garden this afternoon. This 
species is a subcutaneous parasite 
of squirrels and chipmunks. 
Despite having a parasite the size 
of a large bumblebee growing 
up under its skin, the squirrel 
is  usually not badly harmed and 
survives. There is also a similar 
species that parasitizes mice.

Squirrel Bot Fly (Cuterebra emasculator) in NE Flamborough - 15 July 2020 
- photo Jerry Bloom.
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Some Interesting-looking Gray 
Squirrels 

Gray Squirrel at Cherry Hill Gate - 29 Nov 2016 - photo Joanne 
Redwood.

Gray Squirrel in Toronto - fide Louise Unitt.

Gray Squirrel at Guelph Arboretum - 2007 - photo Chris Earley. Gray Squirrel in NE Flamborough - photo Jerry Bloom.
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Snowy Egrets at LaSalle Park - 19 May 2020 - photo Joanne Redwood.

Map Turtle at Fifty Point C.A. - 15 July 2020 - photo Bruce Mackenzie.
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The Pipits at Beverly Swamp C.A. and Fletcher Creek 
Ecological Preserve
by Colleen Reilly

Well the Pipits finally had our first 
group outing since the onset of 

Covid 19. Ten of us went out, practicing 
physical distancing and wearing masks 
when we were in close proximity. It was 
a beautiful sunny and hot day, and masks 
were not terribly comfortable. I'm very 
proud of the conscious efforts everyone 
took to keep each other safe.

On 28 June, Chris Cheatle took the lead, 
sharing information about butterflies and dragonflies. Thanks so 
much Chris, it was wonderful. 

Birds were in short supply, hiding in the leaves mostly, although 
we did hear a very loud Ovenbird nattering on from a location 
that was frustratingly close and still invisible. A couple of 
Baltimore Orioles put on a vocal show for us in a meadow and a 
Rose-breasted Grosbeak had them all stirred up. Almost all of the 
birds in our list were identified by sound.

While the main focus was on butterflies and dragonflies, Chris 
also had a surprise up his sleeve - he showed us three orchids in 
flower! They are Common Twayblade, Yellow Lady's Slipper and 
the rare Showy Lady's Slipper.

Here are the lists of what we saw from Chris Cheatle (thanks 
again Chris).

Butterflies: Least Skipper, Tawny-
edged Skipper, European Skipper, 
Peck's Skipper, Cabbage White, 
Clouded Sulphur, Little Wood 
Satyr, Eyed Brown, Red-spotted 
Purple, Eastern Tiger-Swallowtail, 
Common Ringlet, Northern 
Crescent, Silvery Blue.

Odonates: American Emerald, 
Racket-tailed Emerald, Brush-
tipped Emerald, Common Whitetail, Widow Skimmer, 
Twelve-spotted Skimmer, Dot-tailed Whiteface, Eastern 
Amberwing,  Meadowhawk 
species (most likely Ruby 
Meadowhawk), Blue Dasher, 
Black Saddlebags, Ebony 
Jewelwing, Variable Dancer,  
Aurora Damsel, Emerald 
Spreadwing, bluet sp.

Birds:
Beverly Swamp location:
Turkey Vulture

Eastern Phoebe
Red-eyed Vireo
American Crow
Black-capped 
Chickadee
House Wren
Gray Catbird
Veery
American Robin
Cedar Waxwing
Song Sparrow
Baltimore Oriole

Common Grackle
Ovenbird
Rose-breasted Grosbeak
Northern Cardinal
Indigo Bunting

Fletcher Creek location:
Ruby-throated 
hummingbird
Turkey Vulture
Tree Swallow
Cedar Waxwing
American Goldfinch

Field Sparrow
Eastern Towhee
Red-winged Blackbird

Colleen Reilly, 2 June 
2019 - photo Marc 

Leith.

American Carrion Beetle at 
Fletcher Creek Ecological 
Preserve - 28 June 2020 - 

photo Colleen Reilly.

Aurora Damsel at Fletcher Creek 
Ecological Preserve - 28 June 2020 - 

photo Ted Buck.

Ruby Meadowhawk at Fletcher Creek Ecological 
Preserve - 28 June 2020 - photo Ted Buck.

Pecks's Skipper at Fletcher Creek 
Ecological Preserve - 28 June 2020 - photo 

Colleen Reilly.

Red-spotted Purple at Fletcher Creek Ecological Preserve - 28 June 
2020 - photo Ted Buck.
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A convenient perch. Red-
winged Blackbird - 29 May 

2020 - photo Ian Smith.

Common Sulphur 
nectaring on Alfalfa 
at Beverly Swamp 
C.A. - 5 July 2020 - 
photo Ian Smith.

Common Wood-Nymph at 
Fletcher Creek Ecological 
Preserve - 1 July 2020 - 

photo Ian Smith.
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Red-tailed Hawk with likely Eastern Garter Snake at Harrisburg rail trail - 3 July 2020 - photo Ian Smith.

Little Wood Satyr at Fletcher Creek Ecological Preserve - 12 June 2020 - photo Ian Smith.
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Great Spangled Fritillary at Grimsby - 1 July 2020 - photo Bruce Mackenzie.

HSA Nature Note – Red Eft in NE Flamborough
by Jerry Bloom
While these beautiful little creatures are supposedly 
not rare, this is the first one I've ever found. It was 
under a pile of old fence pickets I was sorting.

When they say that these immature newts are 
terrestrial, they're not kidding! The woodpile was on a 
grassy hilltop 300-400 metres uphill from the nearest 
stretch of Mountsberg Creek and the nearest pond 
is 200 metres in the other direction. At about 5 cm 
total length, it's amazing to think of the little fellow 
travelling those distances, especially since the pond is 
across a paved road from where I found it. And then there is the question as to how it will find the 
aquatic habitat it will need when it matures!

Red Eft (Eastern Newt) in NE Flamborough - 9 July 
2020 - photo Jerry Bloom.
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HSA Nature Note – New Flower Species Blooming
by Dean Gugler
On our property, just on the edge of Hamilton and Brant County, we had five new wildflowers in bloom this 
morning (18 July 2020).

Spotted Jewelweed
Early Goldenrod

Culver's Root
Cup Plant

Grey-headed Prairie Coneflower
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Eastern Red Damsels in copula at Lafarge Trail at 10th Concession, Flamborough - 21 June 2020 - photo Joanne Redwood.

HSA Nature Note – Shrews and Other Creatures in 
West Flamborough
by Paul Smith
This morning (22 June 2020) I found this dead shrew on the 
lane.  I’m not certain what species it is but the variability of the 
fur colour makes me suspect a Masked Shrew.  I’ve had them 
here before & had the identity confirmed by Dr. Burton Lim at 
the ROM.

It’s a tiny thing and for comparison I’ve placed it next to a dead 
predatory 
diving 
beet le 
I found in the pond last night. It wasn’t until I pulled the 
beetle from the pond this morning that I noticed it had 
a tiny freshwater limpet riding on its back. I think the 
limpet is Laevapex fuscus, (Dusky Lily-Pad Limpet in 
Clarke, 1981), but like the shrew, I am not 100% certain 
of the identification.

Masked Shrew and Diving Beetle species at Westover 
Road near 8th Concession - 22 June - photo Paul Smith.

Dusky lily-pad Limpet (Laevapex fuscus) at Westover Rd near 8th 
Concession - 22 June - photo Paul Smith.
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Stream Cruiser, female at River Road at Bateman Line, Brant - 1 June 2020 - photo Bill Lamond. This species 
had not been recordded in the Hamilton area in several decades. A population of this species was found this 
spring along the Grand River south of Brantford. It may occur along the Grand River from south Brantford to 

at least Caledonia, if not to Dunnville.

Virginia Opossum in Brantford backyard - 23 July 2020 - photo Eric Lamond.



  Neotropic Cormorant in Brantford
A Neotropic Cormorant took up residence in Brantford along the Grand River 
from 8-24 May, 2020. It was seen and photographed by many during its extended 

stay, certainly the most easily seen Neotropic Cormorant in the Hamilton Study Area. 
A total of 42 eBird checklists were submitted from 33 observers. Garth Riley took the 

photo below at the Gilkison Flats on 21 May.
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